Extend the life of older CAT generators
with a DynaGen RetroKit control panel
COMPARE THE SAVINGS!
Estimated cost of an EMCP replacement:
as high as $7,500 (INCLUDING LABOR & PARTS)
Estimated cost of a RetroKit installation:
less than $1,900 (INCLUDING LABOR & PARTS)

That’s a potential savings of up to
$
5,600 for your customer and
up to 12 hours of service labor for you.

ONLY

776

$

USD

List price, call for Dealer discount.

Avoid Overpriced Factory Control Panels
The cost of replacing a factory control panel may be too much for some customers, especially if the generator is
out-of-warranty. The RetroKit can be installed on virtually any generator and at a fraction of the cost, making it perfect
for customers that want to upgrade an older generator.

SAVE TIME WITH ONE COMPLETE PACKAGE!

ALL THE FUNCTIONALITY YOU NEED

There won’t be any need to contact different suppliers
for extra parts, with everything you need shipped in the
RetroKit package.

The RetroKit will control everything you need on virtually
any installation. Many customers will find more features than
before, adding resale value to their older generator.

SAVE MONEY FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS

PROVEN RELIABILITY

The RetroKit installation will allow your company up to 12
hours of additional installation revenue, while saving your
customers thousands of dollars compared to an OEM panel
replacement.

DynaGen controllers are proven in the field, and backed
with an industry-leading 5 year warranty. This controller will
give your customers years of additional service from their
machine.

We are very pleased with our decision to use
the DynaGen RetroKit. They have an excellent product
and the customer support is outstanding.
Our customers looking to upgrade their older generators
get an easy-to-use, reliable product at a cost that
made it possible to upgrade their current system for
many more years of service.
MARK HUDDLESTON
FIELD SERVICE SUPERVISOR, HOLT CAT

To find out more visit

www.dynagen.ca/retrokit
3 Spectacle Lake Drive, Unit B105, Darmouth, NS, Canada B3B 1W8
Tel: 902-406-0133 | Fax: 902-567-0633
Toll Free: 1-888-DYNAGEN (1-888-396-2436)

1-888-DYNAGEN

Develop a long term relationship with your
customers by installing a DynaGen RetroKit!
The RetroKit is a digital control package, which is very popular with used equipment dealers who are seeking
a cost effective solution for upgrading out-dated generator panels. The RetroKit offers:
QTY

1x

DESCRIPTION

PART #

TG410 Controller
Displays Volts, Amps, Frequency, Oil Pressure,
Engine Temperature, RPM, Battery Volts, Hourmeter

The DynaGen RetroKit gives

TG410-MP-CAN-MBI-G

us an affordable and reliable
controller with all the functionality

1x
1x

TG410 RelayPak
RP100-VM

with three pre-installed 12V 40A cube relays
(24V must be ordered separately if required)

ONLY

our customers demand when

776

$

upgrading their existing used
generators.

USD

4’ Main I/O Engine Wiring Harness

Our team loves that the DynaGen

3 Switched Inputs, 3 Switched Outputs,
3 Sensor Inputs, Power

DWG1475

1x
1x

4’ TG 3Ph AC Volts Harness

DWG1479

package with all the sensors &

4’ TG 3Ph AC Current Harness

DWG1518

harnesses we might need.

1x

NEMA 1 w/ Vibration Mounts

1x

Stewart & Warner Oil Pressure Sender

1x

Datcon Temperature Sender

3x

RetroKit comes in one complete

ENC0084

11-3/8” W x 7-3/4” D x 8-1/4” H
100 PSI 1/8 or 3/8”

and the controller very easy to
use, which is exactly what our
customers are looking for.

ACC0027**

280F 1/8”-27 NPTF Temp Sender

100A:5A Current Transformers
200A:5A Current Transformers
300A:5A Current Transformers
500A:5A Current Transformers
600A:5A Current Transformers

ACC0108

The display panel is easy to read

SELECT
ONE

ACC0045
ACC0046
ACC0047
ACC0048
ACC0049

Single phase kits include Qty 2 Current Transformers. Select CT size according to maximum
generator capacity. For CTs greater than 600A please contact us for part numbers and pricing.
** Contact us for 3/8” or 1/2” threads

We’ve installed many RetroKits
over the past 4 years, and always
get positive feedback from our
customers.
JASON COLE,

*

FIELD SERVICE SUPERVISOR
MACALLISTER POWER SYSTEMS – CAT

PRICES IN USD

We have been very impressed by the DynaGen RetroKit; it’s simple to learn and easy to use for our team and customers.
Lots of our used generators customers have smaller generators where an OEM panel is simply too big or too expensive to use.
The RetroKit is our go-to product when these kinds of customers want to upgrade. We love the fact that DynaGen
controllers are so reliable, and backed by a 5 year warranty.
BOB MORRIS | SERVICE MANAGER, FABICK CAT

CONTACT A DYNAGEN SPECIALIST
to find out how you can offer the
DynaGen RetroKit to your customers.

1-888-DYNAGEN
902-406-0133
To find out more visit

www.dynagen.ca/retrokit
3 Spectacle Lake Drive, Unit B105, Darmouth, NS, Canada B3B 1W8
Tel: 902-406-0133 | Fax: 902-567-0633
Toll Free: 1-888-DYNAGEN (1-888-396-2436)

